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Transfer Goal FA3:  Use societal, cultural, and historical 

contexts to develop appropriate interpretations of 

various artistic works. 

Enduring Understanding: People develop ideas and 

understandings of society, culture, and history through their 

interactions with and analysis of art. 

 How can the viewer "read" a work of art 

as text? How can artists get inspired by 

other forms of art?  

Word to know 

 

Stanza: A group of lines in a poem, a verse. 

 

Metaphor: a thing regarded as representative or symbolic of 

something else, especially something abstract. 

 

LOOK at this painting by Natalie MacDonald 

Hall (1931). The dark scene is lit only by the 

large full moon which peeks behind the 

rugged mountains in a cloud filled sky. A 

horse rears wildly with a figure holding on tightly while riding 

bareback.  

This painting, Over the Mountains of the Moon was inspired by the 

Edgar Allen Poe poem, Eldorado (left). Eldorado is about a knight 

searching for the lost paradise city of Eldorado which was rumored to be filled with gold. He 

searches and searches, but then meets a “Shadow” in the road who tells him that the only way 

to get to Eldorado is in the afterlife, through death. The poem was one of the last poems written 

by Poe in 1849 during the Gold Rush and is said to be a metaphor for wasting one’s life chasing 

wealth until death.  

As you read, pause in between each stanza and look at the painting. Which descriptive words phrases can you see 

represented in the painting? 

THIINK about a poem that leaves a vivid image in your mind. You may choose any story or poem, but for more Edgar 

Allan Poe poems go to: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/edgar-allan-poe. 

CREATE an image using the descriptive writing that inspires you! Think about the colors that could represent the mood 

of the poem. Think about the setting, the time of day, the weather. How can you visually represent the feeling that the 

writer captured with words? 

 Reflect: How can artists inspire artists? Read the poem you chose. Pause in between each stanza. How did you 

represent the words and descriptions visually? 

Writing Journal Prompt: Write about your artistic decisions and how you represented the poem of your choice. 

TAG US! 
Facebook: @WashingtonCountyMuseumofFineArts 

Instagram: @WCMFA #ArtADayChallenge 

 

BY EDGAR ALLAN POE 

Gaily bedight, 

   A gallant knight, 

In sunshine and in 

shadow,    

   Had journeyed long,    

   Singing a song, 

In search of Eldorado. 

 

   But he grew old— 

   This knight so bold—    

And o’er his heart a 

shadow—    

   Fell as he found 

   No spot of ground 

That looked like Eldorado. 

 

   And, as his strength    

   Failed him at length, 

He met a pilgrim 

shadow—    

   ‘Shadow,’ said he,    

   ‘Where can it be— 

This land of Eldorado?’ 

 

   ‘Over the Mountains 

   Of the Moon, 

Down the Valley of the 

Shadow,    

   Ride, boldly ride,’ 

   The shade replied,— 

‘If you seek for Eldorado!’ 

 

ELDORADO 

Natalie MacDonald Hall 

(American) 

Over the Mountains of the Moon, 
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